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l  The principle of hydraulic was first introduced by Blaise 
Pascal, who is a French Physicist in the year of 1993. 

l  Starting from the introduction, many books has been 
published to discuss and share about the histories, 
principle and application of the hydraulic actuator system  
[1]. 

l  For the purpose of engineering design approach, 
modelling and control of the system play important roles 
in realizing and enhancing the advance technology. 

l  Unfortunately, for the hydraulic actuator system, it is 
difficult to establish or identify the exact dynamic model 
as the system is naturally highly non-linear and have 
many uncertainties. 

 



l  nonlinearities and uncertainties property in hydraulic 
actuator system: 

 
 

Nonlinear flow of fluid, 
backlash in control 

valve, actuator friction, 
variation in the trapped 

fluid, external 
disturbance [6–10]  

Unknown, but bounded 
signal and 

deterministic signal  
[7,9,10] 

External load [8] Friction [11-14]  

Variation of fluid, 
unknown dead zone, 

bulk modulus of 
fluid and leakage 

[15-22] 



l  It is proven that the hydraulic actuator system has many 
uncertainties and is highly non-linear that cause 
inaccurate performance, especially when an accurate 
position tracking that is desired is hard to achieve.  

l  These conditions cause the modelling and controller 
design process for the hydraulic actuator system to 
become a challenging task [16, 26–32]. 

l  To increase the tracking performance of the hydraulic 
actuator system, a proper method should be implemented 
in designing and modelling a hydraulic actuator system. 



l  A dynamic model for hydraulic actuator system test bed 
was developed in order to be used in controller designing 
process part. 

l  Two types of adaptive controller were designed to 
increase the tracking performance of the hydraulic 
actuator system 
�  STC with GMVC strategy  
�  MRAC using MIT method 

l  Adaptive controller was chosen because: 
�  It is widely used for controlling hydraulic actuator system 

[7, 33–36]. 
�  The adaptive scheme will assist the controller to adapt to 

any changes that occur in the system and at the same time 
this will help to reduce the effort to achieve the best 
tracking performance for hydraulic actuator system. 



l  From the previous work, many researches are lacking in 
experimental validation. 

l  Validation process that is done to support the theoretical 
work that had been done and need to be realized in the 
real system. 

l  In this research, an experimental procedure is 
compulsory to be done in order to validate that the 
proposed controller is manageable to control the 
hydraulic actuator system and which controller from 
these two controllers is able to give the best performance 
when it is applied in the real hydraulic actuator system 
test bed. 



To identify the mathematical model that 
represents the hydraulic actuator system by 
using system identification technique and 
parameter estimation method approach. 

To design a suitable controller for 
hydraulic actuator system based on the 
mathematical model obtained from the 
experiment and system identification 
technique. 

To analyze the tracking performance of 
the complete control system that consists of 
hydraulic actuator system with servo valve 
and the controllers. 



MATLAB’s System Identification Toolbox was used with 
linear ARX model structure to estimate the system’s 
model and also to test for the model’s suitability. 

Hydraulic actuator system was assumed as a linear 
system to reduce the complexity in developing the 
hydraulic actuator system model.  

STC with GMVC strategy and MRAC using MIT method 
were designed to control hydraulic actuator system. 

Electro hydraulic actuator system with servo valve test 
bed was used in experimental mode to verify the 
tracking performance of the designed controller.  

NI PCI 6221 DAQ card was used as an interface between 
MATLAB program in the PC and electro hydraulic 
actuator system with servo valve test bed. 



 
 
 
 

 

Servo controller compares signal from feedback displacement transducer 
with an input position demand ===> This will determine position error  and 
Command signal will be produced to drive the flow control valve ===>The 
control valve adjusts the flow of pressurized oil to move the actuator to the 
desired position. 

l  hydraulic actuator system is a transmission of force or 
motion through a pressurized fluid such as water or oil [2,3]. 

l  Fundamental Operation of Hydraulic Actuator System 



" Nonlinearities Effect in Industrial Hydraulic Actuator 
with Servo Valve 

 
•  May happen in hydraulic actuator system when an input is supplied 

to the system but no flow is detected in control valve.  
•  May interfere in designing a controller. Thus, this will lead to the 

unstable closed loop control system. 
•  The dead-zone characteristics are familiar in actuator system 

especially in hydraulic and pneumatic actuator system [40–42] . 

Dead 
Zone 

•  Usually occurs at the servo valve area.  
•  For ideal servo valve, there will be zero leakage.  
•  However in practical, internal leakage will occur even at the low 

percent of the overall flow rate.  
•  The internal leakage can even be observed in a new servo valve system 

when the spool valve is moving from the neutral position [17] . 

Internal 
Leakage 



" Linearization in Hydraulic Actuator with Servo Valve 
 

�  Linearization of hydraulic actuator system has been tested and used 
many years ago in order to cope with the non-linearities that exist during 
the modelling process.  

�  Examples of research which used linear model for controller design have 
been published [46–50] . 

�  Normally for hydraulic actuator system linearization, assumption and 
facilitation are made to reduce the complexity caused by uncertainties 
characteristic and non-linearization behaviour that is naturally developed 
[6] 

 

 
 

 



c.  Controller design for Hydraulic 
Actuator with Servo Valve 

 
�  Some of the controllers that have been designed are adaptive 

controller, robust control, state feedback control, variable 
structure control system and others [7, 65–68]. 

�  To ease the designing process, majority of researchers choose to 
use linear control technique to design a controller for hydraulic 
actuator system [61, 69]. 

�  For example in a research by Del and Isidori [70], the  researcher 
used feedback linearization technique meanwhile Zulfatman 
[50] and Wenhou and Jun [71] chose to use classic proportional-
integral-derivative controller which applied a feedback 
linearization technique. 

 



Summary of the research flow 



b.  Component Implementation 

Electro hydraulic actuator system with servo valve test bed 



c.   System Identification Process 

q  Data Capture: 
ü  Stimulus signal:  

ü To excite the operating region of the system 
ü  Should be a good stimulus signal 
ü  Rich in frequency and amplitude => this property can help to 

excite all the operating region of the system and to ensure an 
accurate model is obtained.  

ü  A multisine wave that consists of the combination of three sine 
or cosine wave with different frequency is chosen as the best 
stimulus signal.  



c.   System Identification Process 

q  Model Structure: 
ü  The selection of model structure can be based on the understanding: 

ü  The system identification technique 
ü  About the system under study 

. 
ü   Auto-Regressive Exogenous Model (ARX) model structure was 

used. 
ü  This type of model structure is the simplest model structure 

involving stimulus signal.  
ü  The estimation process is the most efficient as it only uses 

analytical form to solve the linear regression equation and it will 
only give one unique solution. (helpful, especially in dealing with 
a system with a higher order) 



c.   System Identification Process 

q  Model Estimation and Validation: 
ü  is the process to obtain the parameters of the system transfer 

function or the mathematical model of the system via experiment.  

ü  The estimation method that was used to obtain the parameters are 
least square method.  

ü  In this research model estimation was done by using System 
Identification Toolbox in MATLAB, where the input-output data 
were split into two parts, which were used for model estimation and 
model validation. 



c.   System Identification Process 

Least Square method: 
ü  The purpose of data estimation by least square method is to obtain the 

value of the transfer function’s coefficient that is represented by a1, a2, 
a3, b0, b1, and b2.  

ü  The first step in least square method is to transform the plant transfer 
function as in equation into a regression form: 

                         Plant transfer function 
 
 

                              Regression Form 
k - discrete time index 
y(k)  - measured system 
output in discrete-time k 
(k) - vector of input and 
output signals  
(k) - an unknown 
parameter vector to be 
estimated 



c.   System Identification Process 

ü  Where, ü   The value of (k) needs to be calculated in 
order to minimize the sum of square residual 
ɛ(k).  

ü   The θ(k) can be obtained by minimizing 
the cost function, j as:  

 



c.   System Identification Process 
ü  Then the next process is to obtain the 
estimated value of θ(k) according to the 
steps: 

a.  Calculate the estimated error, ɛ(k) : 

 
 
b.  Calculate the least square weighting 

factor, L(k), this will tells how the 
correction and the previous estimate 
should be combined. 

c.  Update the matrix P, where 
matrix P is proportional to the 
variance of the previous 
estimates and ρ is the forgetting 
factor that determines how fast 
old data will be forgotten. 

 
 
 
d.  Update the current estimated 

parameter, by adding correction 
to the previous estimated 
parameter 

 



c.   System Identification Process 

q  Model Estimation and Validation: 

ü  Model validation was performed by comparing the output from the 
estimated model with the output of the real experiment.  

ü  The best model can be accepted when the best fit percentage obtained is 
equal or greater than 90%. 



d.  Controller design 

q  Self-Tuning Controller (STC) 
ü  was introduced by Astrom & Wintermark in 1973.  
ü  The general structure of STC consists of parameter estimation part and 

controller design part.  
ü  The input and output of the plant was used to estimate the model 

parameters, and then the estimated parameters were used to calculate the 
parameters for controller algorithm. 



d.  Controller design 

q  Self-tuning Controller with Generalized Minimum Variance 
Control strategy (STC with GMVC strategy) 

ü  Continuation of standard minimum variance controller (MVC). 

ü  Was introduced to overcome the drawback that exists in MVC: 
ü  Cancelling process dynamic that can cause the controlled 

system to become unstable if inexact cancellation happened. 
ü  In MVC, the time delay, k must be known because the overall 

performance of the controller is affected by k. 



d.  Controller design 

q  Self-tuning Controller with Generalized Minimum Variance 
Control strategy (STC with GMVC strategy) 

General Structure of STC with GMVC Strategy 



d.  Controller design 



d.  Controller design 

q  Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC) 

ü  The objective for MRAC is to have the transfer function from reference 
signal, r to output signal, y that is equal to the transfer function of the 
desired reference model. 

 

General Structure of Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC) 
 



d.  Controller design 

q  Model Reference Adaptive Controller using MIT Method 
(MRAC using MIT Method) 
ü  adaptive mechanism: uses the error or different between plant 

output and the desired output to adjust the controller 
coefficient 

ü  The mechanism for adjusting the controller’s coefficient can 
be obtained by applying MIT method, stability theory or 
Lyapunov method. 

ü  Is known as MIT rule because this method was developed at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) USA. 



d.  Controller design 



e.   Comparison between Controllers 
 
q  The last part in this research is to make a good and significant 

comparison between the two controllers which are STC with GMVC 
strategy and MRAC using MIT Method controllers.  

q  This part is essential as the characteristic of each controller can be 
further discussed and the best controller among the two can be 
chosen for future research use. 

 



A.  System Identification 
§  A System Identification toolbox by MATLAB is used. 

Toolbox interface for insertion of input data and resultant 
output data. 



a.  Data Capture 

§  In this research the stimulus signal is generated by using MATLAB 
software.  

§  A  DAQ card (NI PCI6221) is used to send the signal generated from 
MATLAB to system’s servo valve. 

§   In this research the stimulus signal used is: 



a.  Data Capture 
 
§  To avoid problems like folding and aliasing from occurring during the 

sampling process, the sampling time needs to be set to 50 milliseconds 
[37]. 

§  To ensure that the industrial hydraulic actuator system is sufficient to 
capture the data that are useful for further analysis.  

 

Stimulus signal for 2000 samples (Ts =50 ms) that was obtained from 
industrial hydraulic actuator system with servo valve. 



a.  Data Capture 
 

Input output result for data capture process on industrial hydraulic actuator system. 



b.  Model Structure 
 

§  An ARX model is selected as model structure to represent industrial 
hydraulic actuator system with servo valve. 

§  From  MATLAB System Identification toolbox, linear parametric model 
which is ARX model is selected 



c.   Model Estimation and Validation 
 
§  The input and output set data were tested as four different set of data 

where each set of data has a different ARX order, which is order 2, 3, 4 
and 5. 

§  Estimation and validation result for input and output data set are split 
equally into two groups which will be used for data estimation and data 
validation process. 



c.   Model Estimation and Validation 
 

 

§  The best fitting percentage was obtained by identifying the best fitting 
value between the obtained model and the real model. 

§  Model with the higher best fitting percentage indicates that the model is 
able to resemble the real system or model. 

Best fitting percentage result for the four different ARX orders 



d.  Model Selection 
 

§  ARX 3rd order is the best to be chosen because: 

§   The best fitting percentage it is explicitly shown that there is a 
significant increase from 92.83% to 94.90% which is from 
ARX 2nd order to ARX 3rd order. Then it starts to slowly 
increase proportionally with an increase in ARX order. 

§  Referring to Parsinomy’s principle [90, 91] it has been stated 
that, if there are more than one identifiable model structure 
that fulfil certain requirements, the model  which has the 
simplest form or less parameters among all the models should 
be chosen. Thus, between 3rd, 4th and 5th ARX order that has 
higher and almost similar best fit percentage, the 3rd order ARX 
model was chosen as it has the least number of parameters or 
in the simplest form compared to the others two. 

§ Moreover, according to Ljung [90], in order to have a better result 
for hydraulic actuator model, an ARX 3rd order is the best model 
to be selected. 

ARX 
Order 

Best 
Fitting 

% 

2 92.83 

3 94.90 

4 95.10 

5 95.09 



d.  Model Selection 
 
§  The discrete transfer function for 3rd order ARX model that was selected 

previously can be written as: 

§  Then, the obtained transfer function is used in the controller design part. 



B.  Controller Design 

§  STC with GMVC strategy and MRAC using MIT Method is designed 
and applied to industrial hydraulic actuator system in: 

 
ü  Simulation mode  
ü  Experimental mode 

§  Then, the performance of both controllers is evaluated and compared to 
choose which controller is the best to control industrial hydraulic 
actuator system. 



B.  Controller Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§  The output response seems to have a severe overshoot that exceed the 
step and sine input response.  

§  With this condition, definitely, industrial hydraulic actuator system 
requires a controller to help improve its performance. 

Uncompensated system response of industrial hydraulic actuator system with 
sine and step input response. 



B.  Controller Design 
 

a.  STC with GMVC Strategy  

Simulink Block Diagram for Hydraulic Actuator Using STC with GMVC 
Strategy 

Simulation Experiment 



a.  STC with GMVC Strategy (via Simulation) 

STC with GMVC Strategy Response with Square Input (Simulation) 



a.  STC with GMVC Strategy (via Simulation) 

STC with GMVC Strategy Response with Sine Input (Simulation) 



b.  STC with GMVC Strategy (via Experiment) 

STC with GMVC Strategy Response with Square Input (Experiment) 



b.  STC with GMVC Strategy (via Experiment) 

STC with GMVC Strategy Response with Sine Input (Experiment) 



a.  STC with GMVC Strategy 
 
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER STC with GMVC strategy 

Simulation 

 RiseTime (s): 0.31 
    SettlingTime (s):  1.00 

Steady State Error (s) : ±0.02 
Phase lag error (o): 6.25 

Experiment 

 RiseTime (s): 0.76 
    SettlingTime (s):  1.50 

Steady State Error (s) : ±0.05 
Phase lag error (o): 5.54 

Conclusion 
§ It is observed that, the output response manages to follow the given 
square and sine input signal with a better settling time performance.   

  



c.   MRAC using MIT Method 

Simulink Block Diagram for Simulation of Industrial Hydraulic Actuator with 
MRAC using MIT Method 



c.   MRAC using MIT Method (via Simulation) 
 

MRAC using MIT Method Response with Square Input (Simulation) 



c.   MRAC using MIT Method (via Simulation) 
 

MRAC using MIT Method Response with Sine Input (Simulation) 



d.  MRAC using MIT Method (via Experiment) 
 

MRAC using MIT Method Response with Square Input (Experiment) 



d.  MRAC using MIT Method (via Experiment) 
 

MRAC using MIT Method Response with Sine Input (Experiment) 



a.  MRAC using MIT Method 

ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER MRAC using MIT Method  

Simulation 

 RiseTime (s): 0.04 
    SettlingTime (s):  2.00 

Steady State Error (s) : ±0.04 
Phase lag error (o): 9.36 

Experiment 

 RiseTime (s): 0.04 
    SettlingTime (s):  2.00 

Steady State Error (s) : ±0.04 
Phase lag error (o): 1.28 

Conclusion 
§ The output response manages to follow the given square and sine 

input signal with a small rise time and steady state error.  
  



e.   GMVC vs MIT 
 

MRAC using MIT Method Response with Square Input (Experiment) 



e.   GMVC vs MIT 
 

MRAC using MIT Method Response with Sine Input (Experiment) 



e.   GMVC vs MIT 

ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER STC with GMVC 
strategy 

MRAC using MIT 
method 

E
xp

er
im

en
t  RiseTime (s): 0.76 0.04 

    SettlingTime (s):  1.50 2.00 
Steady State Error (s) : ±0.05 ±0.04 

Phase lag error (o): 5.54 1.28 

C
on

cl
us

io
n 

§ Transient response: MRAC using the MIT method is giving a better output 
performance compared to STC using GMVC strategy.  
 
§ Important findings can be seen when a sine signal was fed to the system 
where, MRAC using MIT method is giving a minimum phase lagging 
compared to STC with GMVC strategy when tracked down with the given 
input.  



A.  Conclusion 

§  In this research, electro hydraulic actuator system with servo valve test bed was used 
as the test system and the position performance of the system was tracked. 

§  A linear mathematical model that represents a hydraulic actuator system by using  
system identification technique and a parameter estimation method was successfully 
developed. 

§  Two types of controller which are STC with GMVC strategy and MRAC using the MIT 
method were designed based on the mathematical model obtained from the system 
identification technique. 

§  The performance of the design controller was analyzed by applying the controller to the 
system model in simulation mode and to the real electro hydraulic actuator  system 
test bed in experimental model. 

§  The tracking performance of the controllers was evaluated by comparing the transient 
response and the phase difference that were generated.  

§  The performance of the hydraulic actuator system was improved as the designed 
controllers successfully tracked the reference input signal given in both simulation and 
experimental modes with a good transient response  and a small phase lagging. 

§  However MRAC using MIT method produced a better tracking performance compared 
to STC with GMVC strategy since the output signal produced offers a better output 
transient response and has a minimum phase lagging. 



B.  Suggestions for Future Works 
 

In order to further improve the performance of industrial hydraulic actuator 
system, a few improvements could be done in the future: 
 •  As in this research ARX model was chosen as model structure of the 

system.  
• However there are still other methods available in system identification 

toolbox such as Auto-Regressive Moving Average Model (ARMAX), Output 
Error (OE) and others. 

• Performance comparison can be made between the model structure and 
currently used model structure. 

model 
structure 

of the 
system 

• In this research a linear system was considered where all the nonlinearity 
property of the system was neglected.  

• However by having a complete mathematical model of a system which 
includes the nonlinearities effect of the system it can help to boost up the 
performance of the system.  

modelling 
of the 

system 

• In this research two types of adaptive control method were used. 
• However there are other types of adaptive controller such as STC with pole 

placement control strategy, MRAC using Lyponov and other controllers 
which can be used as a self-tuning component in the controlled system. 

controller 
design 
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